
1. Some basic concepts of chemistry:- importance &scope of 

chemistry, laws of chemical combinations, Dalton’s atomic theory, 

elements, atoms &molecules

Students would be able to explain the concepts.

-Appreciate the role of chemistry

-Solve the numericals based on them.

Students would be able to explain the concepts.

The learner will appreciate the role of chemistry 

And asked to make a collage based on that

(art integrated project)

PPT

Virtual simulation

aids used from websites 

recommended by the board

Written test

Student is asked to

Make a story about atom

2. Structure of atom :- Bohr s model of atom and its limitations, 

shells, subshells, dual nature of matter, 

de Broglie equations, uncertainty principle, orbitals, quantum 

numbers, electronic configuration, Aufbau, Pauli & Hund’s rules

Students would be able to 

-Explain the concepts and solve the numericals based on them.

-Draw the shapes of atomic orbitals

The learner is asked to watch the given video  

https://youtu.be/GKhhbhTjStttY 

record the observations

Make the shapes of different atomic orbitals 

PPT

Video

https://youtu.be/GKhhbhTjStttY 

Virtual simulation

aids used from websites 

recommended by the board.

Written test

Prepare different types of solutions 

Preparation of a video on wave properties

Preparation of a chart with 

Electronic configuration of  different atoms

3 Classification of elements&periodicity in properties  

Modern periodic law &periodic table, trends in periodic properties

Atomic and ionic radii, inert gas radii IE, EGE, EN, Valency. 

Nomenclature of elements with atomic no greater than 100 .

Students would be able  to 

-Understand the arrangements of different elements 

-Explain the trends in periodic properties and explain the reasons for 

them 

Make a poster for the periodic trends in the 

atomic radius

Draw the graphs which explains the various 

periodic trends.

PPT

Video

https://youtu.be/stltMyCMcMW

O 

Google form
Make a power point presentation on various 

atomic trends in periodic properties

4 Chemical bonding and molecular structure

Ionic, covalent, coordinate bonds ,bonding parameters, Lewis 

structure ,polar character of covalent bond, covalent character of 

ionic bond ,VBT, resonance, VSEPR theory

Student would be able to

-Distinguish between ionic, covalent,  coordinate bonds

-Draws Lewis dot structures

-Explain the structures of different compounds

Student is asked to make a video on covalent 

bond formation   using available materials

Writes the electronic configuration of different 

atoms based on molecular orbital theory

Virtual simulation

aids used from websites 

recommended by the board.

Video

https://youtu.be/h24UmH38-LI

Oral test

Written test

Make a video 

On different types hybridization 

Of atomic orbitals

Make a collage on the resonance of Ozone 

molecule 

5. States of matter: Gas laws,ideal gas equation,real gas real 

gas,Vander waals equation,deviation from ideal gas liquid state

Student would be able to

-Distinguish between real gas and ideal gas

-Draws isotherms,isobars,isochores

Writes Vander waals Equations

Student is asked to make a video on the 

properties of real and ideal gases

Draws different  graphs

virtual simulation

aids used from websites 

recommended by the board.

Video

https://youtu.be/3ZpPub1Fns4

Oral test

Written test

Make a power point presentation on various gas 

laws

6.Thermodynamics: open,closed and isolated

 system,work, energy,heat,extensive,intensive 

properties first law of thermodynamics internal 

energy,enthalpy,entropy,gibbs energy

Student would be able to

Distinguish between closed ,open and isolated system Explain internal 

energy ,work and heat

Correlate ∆U and ∆H

Student asked to make a chart with 

relation between U and H 

Draw Born Haber cycle

Solve numericals

https://youtu.be/u7KrF45UUY

Google form
Design an activity to check the spontaneity 

of various reactions
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7. Equilibrium: Dynamic nature of equilibrium,

equilibrium constant,Le schatliers principle

,ionizaion of acids and bases,pH,buffer solution,

solubility product

The student would be able to 

Identifies the dynamic equilibrium

write expression for equilibrium constant

Establish relation between Kp andKc

Student asked to make a chart with 

relation between Kp and Kc

Make a collage on acidsand bases

Solve numericals

Video

https://youtu.be/GKhhbhTjStttY 

Virtual simulation

aids used from websites 

recommended by the board.

PPT

Oral test

Written test Design an activity to discuss about equilibrium 

constants

8 Redox Reactions :Oxidation,reduction,redox reactions oxidation 

number,balancing redox reactionsin tems of lose and gain of 

electrons and change in oxidation number

Student would be able to 

Explain concepts of oxidation and reduction

Calculate the oxidation number

Balance the redox reactions

htttps://youtu.be/5rtjdjas-my

Student asked to watch the video given

and calculate the oxidation number of different 

elements

video

htttps://youtu.be/5rtjdjas-my

https://youtu.be/IBOHdBnIzIg

Oral test

Written test Balance the redox reactions

Design an activity to make one galvanic cell

9 Hydrogen :position of ydrogen,occurance,istopes,

physical and chemical proprties of water,heavy water hydrogen as 

afuel

Student would be able toPresent the position of H Identify the modes 

of preparation of dihydrogen, Describe the structure and properties of 

water, hydrogen as a fuel

Student asked to design a role play activity

 to locate the position of hydrogen

virtual simulation aidsused from 

websites recommended by the 

board Oral test

make collage with properties

 of hydrogen

10-s block elements: Introduction,electronic 

configuration,diagonal relation ship,trend in chemical reactivity 

with water,hydrogen,halogen

Student would be able to 

Explain the electronic configuration

Describe the general characteristics of s block 

elements understand the reactivity with water

Student asked to Prepare a slide show with

the chemical reactivty of alkaline and 

alkaline earth metals

Video

https://youtu.be/TdqMIx9NzW

E

https://youtu.be/IYmfGR-Hurg

Google form Make a poster with the trends in the variation

of properties such as ionization enthalpy,atomic 

and ionic radii of s block elements

MONTH4

MONTH5


